Human Nature
How do you connect people to nature in a way that is personal, that supersedes questions
about development vs protectionism, and ultimately provides them with a deeper, more
powerful narrative about the environment that surrounds them?

The Town of Gibsons needed a very visible public engagement strategy that bridged conflicting views about
community growth and environmental management. They were about to embark on an innovative program that
used elements of asset-management, financial planning and ecology to assess and account for the value of ecosystem
services that nature provides. This award-winning program was the first of its kind in North America and is now
being adopted by other municipalities.
Date:

2014 to 2016

Partners:

Town of Gibson
David Suzuki Society
UBC Student Environment Centre
AMS Sustainability
Emily Carr University

Over the course of three years, the Art Farm hosted
several community-engaged creative explorations
about our connection with and inter-dependence on
the natural world. Professional artists collaborated with
youth, children and other community members to
explore three of Gibsons main eco-assets: the aquifer,
the woodlands, and the foreshore.

Natural assets such as aquifers, forests, streams and
foreshores provide municipalities with vital services
equivalent to those provided by traditional
engineered assets. Evidence shows that it is smarter
and cheaper to invest in maintaining and expanding
this green infrastructure rather than designing,
building and managing engineered systems.
“We were tasked with how to best communicate a
very complex subject to our citizens. It’s technical
and can be quite dry, especially when talking about
services and infrastructure. The Art Farm brought a
unique language, creativity and approach to
communicate about natural asset management,
service levels and infrastructure.”
- Emanuel Machado, CAO, Town of Gibsons

The Gibsons Aquifer is a natural underground reservoir that holds and provides clean groundwater to wells
and springs. About 75% of the Town of Gibsons depends on water from the aquifer.

The Aquifer Project

The water
beneath us

This was a multi-disciplinary public engagement project that explored the value and impact of the Town of Gibsons’
underground water systems. Led by a team of professional artists, and driven by a group of emerging artists
(between the ages of 8 and 18), the project included children’s creative workshops, outreach activities, and a
multi-discipline arts installation.

Date:

2014

Participants:

40 children
4 Youth / Emerging Artists
7 Professional Artist
500 Community Members

Children’s Art & Nature Camps
Creative workshops were held during the spring and
and summer. Children explored the role and value
of the Gibsons aquifer through a variety of arts
activities using natural materials.

Multi-discipline Arts Installation
A team of professional artists collaborated with youth
to create visual art and digital media inspired by the
theme of the aquifer. Many of these pieces included
work that children made during the workshops. Natural
elements such as rocks, leaves and bark were used in
the creation process. The installation was showcased
during the Gibsons Art Crawl.
“Spending time with children and watching them
explore the theme of water was amazing. There
were so many different types of artistic expression:
sculpture, collage, film, storytelling, paint, and so
on. The project gave a place for water.”

- Bronwen Payerle, Professional Artist

The Foreshore Project

Where land
meets water

This was a multi-disciplinary community engagement project that explored the Town of Gibsons’ complex
relationship to the foreshore. Led by a team of professional artists sharing their knowledge with emerging artists
(between the ages of 8 and 18), the project included children’s creative workshops, engagement activities with
univeristy students, and an outdoor art crawl.

The foreshore provides a natural seawall to protect the waterfront from erosion, storm surges and rising
sea levels, which are an ongoing and unavoidable consequence of climate change.

Outdoor Art Crawl

Date:

2016

Participants:

30 children
5 Youth / Emerging Artists
6 Professional Artists
500 Community Members

(pictures above)

Professional artists and youth collaborated to create
an art installation along the Town of Gibsons’ seawalk.
Inspired by the foreshore, they gathered organic
materials to create sculptures, murals, and other
nature-based installations.

Creative Engagement Activities at UBC
Students and artists explored the foreshore
surrounding the UBC peninsula. They gathered natural
materials and improvised costumes, props and makeup for students at their Welcome-Back party. Students
dressed up and posed for a photo booth titled,
“Kelp Protect the Foreshore”.

Children’s Art & Nature Camps

Creative workshops and camps were facititated during
the spring and summer. Children were invited to
explore the foreshore to understand what it holds
and what it needs to survive.

“It was interesting to have my hands on natural
materials. I gained my inspiration and ideas
from nature and became more aware of it. It was
different from anything else I was used to.”

- Cherry Lu, Emerging Artist

The Woodlands provide a natural water management system. Stormwater runoff flows into forest creeks,
moves into settling ponds that clean and filter it and, finally, into the ocean as a naturally-treated product.

The Woodlands Project

The forest
around us

This was a youth-led community arts project exploring the evolving and complex relationship between our forests
and urban environments. Youth (between the ages of 15 to 25) collaborated with professional artists, children,
scientists, University students and the greater community. The project included children’s creative workshops,
outreach activities, and a multi-discipline arts installation.

Forest of Dreams
This youth-led project involved creating a large-scale
pavilion and inviting community members to paint
on it. The pavilion was built from found natural
materials. Feather paint brushes were used to decorate
the inner walls.

Pieces of a Forest
After six months of collaboration with local artists,
children, scientists from the David Suzuki Foundation,
and a group of students at Emily Carr University,
youth produced an art installation, titled Pieces of a
Forest. It was displayed at the Arts Building in Gibsons,
and at the Woodward’s atrium in downtown Vancouver.

Children’s Art & Nature Camps

Creative workshops and camps were facititated during
the spring and summer. Children explored the forest,
and created paintings and sculptures inspired by it.

“We created a structure that invited the community to
answer the question, what does the forest mean to you?
We had people painting with natural materials pulled
out of the forest. What came out of it was really quite
interesting.”

- Robert Studer, Professional Artist

Date:

2015

Participants:

40 children
12 Youth / Emerging Artists
7 Professional Artist
500 Community Members

